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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and associated system 300 for delivering intensity 
modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) uses variable feathering 
?eld splitting for intensity modulated ?elds of large siZe. A 
processor controls a beam-shaping device that splits the 
radiation beam into a plurality of radiation ?elds delivered to 
a patient. The processor in cooperation With the beam-shap 
ing device implements a variable feathering method Which 
includes providing an intensity matrix for the treatment of a 
patient, the intensity matrix having a plurality of roWs and 
columns for spanning a prescribed radiation ?eld including a 
prescribed ?eld Width. The prescribed Width is compared to a 
maximum ?eld Width provided by the radiation treatment 
system. The intensity matrix is split into a plurality of spa 
tially overlapping intensity submatrices by variably feather 
ing the intensity matrix When the prescribed Width exceeds 
the maximum ?eld Width, Radiotherapy is then provided to 
the patient using a leaf sequencing method to generate the 
submatrices. 

9 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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VARIABLE FEATHERING FIELD SPLITTING 
FOR INTENSITY MODULATED FIELDS OF 

LARGE SIZE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a §37l national stage entry of Interna 
tional Application No. PCT/U.S.2006/02689l, ?led Jul. 11, 
2006, Which claims priority to US. Provisional Application 
No. 60/698,043, ?led Jul. 11, 2005, both ofWhich are hereby 
incorporated by reference. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

The United States Government has certain rights to this 
invention pursuant to NIH Grant/Contract No. LM06659-03. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to radiation therapy devices, and 
more particularly, to a system and methods for ef?ciently and 
more safely delivering split radiation ?eld treatment to a 
patient. 

BACKGROUND 

A radiation therapy device typically includes a radiation 
delivery device mounted to a gantry that is sWiveled around a 
horizontal axis of rotation in the course of a radiation therapy 
treatment. The radiation delivery device generally delivers a 
high energy radiation beam. During treatment, the radiation 
beam is directed toWards a patient lying in the isocenter of the 
gantry rotation. 

The device thus normally includes a radiation source, such 
as a linear accelerator, for supplying the high energy radiation 
beam. The high energy radiation beam is typically an electron 
beam or an X-ray beam. 

To control the radiation emitted toWard a given object, a 
beam shielding device, such as a plate arrangement or a 
collimator, is typically provided in the trajectory of the radia 
tion beam betWeen the radiation source and the patient. A 
collimator is a computer-controlled mechanical beam shield 
ing device Which generally includes multiple leaves, for 
example, a plurality of relatively thin plates or rods, typically 
arranged as opposing leaf pairs. The plates are formed from a 
relatively dense and radiation impervious material and are 
generally independently positionable to siZe and shape of the 
radiation beam. These leaves move over the tissue being 
radiated, thus blocking out some areas and ?ltering others to 
vary the beam intensity and precisely distributing the radia 
tion dosage. 
A multileaf collimator (MLC) is an example of a multileaf 

beam shielding device that can accurately and ef?ciently 
adjust the siZe and shape of the radiation beam. The siZe and 
shape of a radiation beam is designed during the treatment 
planning process. This is useful for both intensity modulated 
radiation treatment (IMRT) and three-dimensional conformal 
radiation therapy (3D CRT). 

Traditional radiotherapy utiliZes uniform beams of radia 
tion, producing a uniform distribution of dose throughout the 
irradiated volume, Which includes the target volume. This 
ensures the target is adequately covered, but does little or 
nothing to avoid often critical surrounding structures. With , 
the beams of radiation are made to be intentionally non 
uniform. In this manner, the dose distribution can be shaped to 
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2 
reduce or eliminate radiation to surrounding structures. As a 
result, is increasingly used to treat large volumes because can 
deliver more conformal radiation While sparing the surround 
ing normal tissue. 

Monitor unit (MU) ef?ciency is a commonly used measure 
of beam ef?ciency. MU ef?ciency is de?ned as the ef?ciency 
With Which the incident radiation results in dose being in 
absorbed in the target region of a patient. A consequence of 
loW MU e?iciency is an increase in leakage radiation that 
reaches the surrounding (normal) tissue of the patient. 

There are several components of a successful program. The 
?rst is a process referred to as “inverse planning.” Inverse 
planning utiliZes a mathematical algorithm to optimiZe the 
intensity of the various beams. This optimization process 
typically is highly computer intensive. 
The second component is a process to convert the intensity 

distributions obtained, often referred to cumulatively as a 
?uence map, into a series of MLC leaf movements. This is 
referred to as “leaf sequencing.” Many device-speci?c factors 
must be accounted for in this process. These factors include 
radiation leakage through and betWeen the leaves, leaf speed, 
dose rate, and the “tongue-and-groove” effect. 

can be performed either While the beam is on, Which is 
referred to as dynamic multileaf collimator (DMLC) delivery, 
or by turning the beam off While the leaves move to their next 
position, Which is referred to as segmented multileaf collima 
tor (SMLC) delivery. The beam shielding device de?nes a 
?eld on the obj ect to Which a prescribed amount of radiation 
is to be delivered. The usual treatment ?eld shape results in a 
three-dimensional treatment volume Which includes seg 
ments of normal tissue, thereby limiting the dose that can be 
given to the target, such as a tumor. The dose delivered to the 
tumor can be increased, thereby decreasing the treatment time 
so that the amount of dose delivered to the normal surround 
ing tissue is decreased. Although current leaf sequencing 
algorithms have reduced someWhat the radiation level reach 
ing surrounding normal tissue as compared to traditional 
uniform beams of radiation, these leaf sequences have not 
provided optimal MU e?iciency. 

Most treatments are administered With conventional MLC 
systems that are typically available on commercial linear 
accelerators. The MLC systems vary in design but each ver 
sion has certain mechanical limitations, such as maximum 
leaf over-travel Which limits the attainable Width of the radia 
tion beam. 

It is sometimes necessary to expose large areas of the body 
of a patient to radiation. If the siZe of the required radiation 
?eld is larger than the maximum attainable Width provided by 
the radiation delivery system, such as in the case of a large 
tumor, the entire radiation ?eld cannot be exposed at one time 
by the radiation system. This necessitates that a large ?eld be 
split into a plurality of abutting ?eld portions, such as 2 or 3 
?elds portions, Where the respective ?eld portions are deliv 
ered one at a time. This process is knoWn as feathering. 

Feathering splits the overall ?eld into ?eld portions having 
equal Width. For example, available ?eld-splitting algorithms 
split the ?eld either near the middle of the ?eld along an 
arbitrarily-chosen straight line, or With a pre-de?ned constant 
overlap region for feathering. Due to concerns of increased 
Whole body dose in delivery, the problem of MU ef?ciency in 
?eld splitting needs to be addressed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention is directed to a radiation delivery system and 
method Which reduces the total monitor units (MUs) used to 
treat patients requiring large radiation ?elds. The phrase 
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“large radiation ?eld” is de?ned herein as a prescribed radia 
tion ?eld Width determined by a dose optimization algorithm 
that exceeds the maximum attainable beam Width provided by 
the radiation delivery system, such as the large ?eld required, 
for example, in the treatment of certain neck and back tumors. 
A method and associated apparatus for delivering inten 

sity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) according to the 
invention uses variable feathering ?eld splitting for intensity 
modulated ?elds of large size. The method includes the steps 
of providing an intensity matrix for the treatment of a patient, 
the intensity matrix having a plurality of roWs and columns 
for spanning a prescribed radiation ?eld including a pre 
scribed ?eld Width. The intensity matrix is generally deter 
mined by a medical professional (radiologist or medical 
physicist) during the planning step. The prescribed ?eld 
Width is compared to a maximum ?eld Width provided by the 
radiation treatment system. The intensity matrix is split into a 
plurality of spatially overlapping intensity submatrices When 
the prescribed Width exceeds the maximum ?eld Width, 
Wherein the splitting comprises variably feathering the inten 
sity matrix. Radiotherapy is then provided using a leaf 
sequencing method to generate the submatrices. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A better understanding of the present invention can be 
obtained When the folloWing detailed description is consid 
ered in conjunction With the folloWing draWings in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system for delivering 
radiation treatment to a patient, according to one embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a beam-shaping device 
incorporated in a system for delivering radiation treatment to 
a patient, according to another embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a system for delivering 
radiation treatment to a patient, according to still another 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a ?uence matrix and ?elds resulting from 
variably feathering along a non-constant column of the inten 
sity matrix according to the invention. 

FIG. 5 shoWs (a) a single pair pro?le, (b) a plan (IZ,I,), for 
pro?le I of (a), is obtained using Algorithm SINGLEPAIR 
and is constructed Without taking ?eld Width constraints into 
account. It can be delivered for I Z(xg_W) MUs in the left ?eld 
(shaded) and the remainder in the right ?eld; (c) the left and 
right pro?les resulting from the split generated by Algorithm 
S2G. This split is delivered in optimal time using the plan 
(IZ,I,); d) a single pair pro?le; (e) plan (IZ,I,), for pro?le I of (d), 
is obtained usingAlgorithm SINGLEPAIR and is constructed 
Without taking ?eld Width constraints into account. (IZ,I,) is 
the modi?ed plan obtained using Algorithm S2G and can be 
delivered for IZ(xg_W) MUs in the left?eld (shaded) and the 
remainder in the right ?eld; (f) the left and right pro?les 
resulting from the split generated by Algorithm S2G. This 
split is delivered in optimal time using the plan (I Z,I,). 

FIG. 6 shoWs a single pair pro?le. 
FIG. 7 shoWs Plan (IZ,I,), for pro?le I of FIG. 6, is obtained 

using Algorithm SINGLEPAIR and is constructed Without 
taking ?eld Width constraints into account. (I"Z,I",) is the 
modi?ed plan obtained during an iteration of Algorithm S3G 
With x]. as shoWn. 

FIG. 8 shoWs The left and right pro?les resulting from the 
split generated during the iteration of Algorithm S3G shoWn 
in FIG. 7. This split is delivered in optimal time using the plan 
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4 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram a system 100 for delivering 
radiation treatment to a patient 102 Which can be used With 
the present invention Which comprises variable feathering 
?eld splitting for intensity modulated ?elds of large size. The 
system 100 illustratively includes a radiation source 104 for 
providing a radiation beam and a beam-shaping device 106 
interposed betWeen the radiation source 104 and the patient 
102 for shaping the radiation beam. 
The radiation source 104, more particularly, can provide 

electron, photon, or other radiation useful for treating cancer 
or other disease. For example, as described in Published US. 
Application No. 20050148841 entitled “LEAF SEQUENC 
ING METHOD AND SYSTEM” by the present inventors, the 
radiation source 104 can be an electron accelerator for deliv 
ering an electron beam. As illustrated, the radiation source 
104 is mounted upon a gantry 108 that rotates upon a ?xed 
axis so as to permit the position of the radiation source to 
change relative to the patient 102. 

Referring additionally noW to FIG. 2, the beam-shaping 
device 106 interposed betWeen the radiation source 104 and 
the patient 102 illustratively is shoWn comprising a plurality 
of opposing plates or leaves 110a-n that are substantially 
impervious to the radiation emitted by the radiation source. 
The leaves 110a-n can be moved by a drive unit (not shoWn) 
in a substantially horizontal motion relative to one another 
and substantially perpendicular to the radiation beam. The 
movement permits the plurality of leaves 110a-n to be aligned 
and realigned relative to one another and the radiation beam. 
Each such alignment comprises a leaf sequence that changes 
the size and shape of the radiation beam, as further described 
in Published US. Application No. 20050148841. Accord 
ingly, the leaf sequences determine the dimensions of a ?eld 
on a designated region of the patient 102 to Which a pre 
scribed amount of radiation is to be delivered. 
The beam-shaping device 106 can be an MLC. More par 

ticularly, the beam-shaping-device can comprise a segmented 
MLC. Alternatively, the beam-shaping device can comprise a 
dynamic MLC. 

Referring additionally noW to FIG. 3, the system 300 for 
delivering radiation treatment to a patient 102 illustratively 
includes a processor or other computing device in communi 
cation With the beam-shaping device 106. As described 
herein, the processor 112 can control the beam-shaping 
device 106 so that the beam-shaping device splits the radia 
tion beam into a plurality of radiation ?elds that are delivered 
to the patient. The radiation beam, more particularly, is split 
so as to substantially minimize at least one of a total therapy 
time and a total number of leaf sequences in delivering a 
predetermined dosage of radiation to the patient. As de?ned 
herein, “a substantial minimization of the total therapy time” 
denotes a reduction of the therapy time to no more 20 percent, 
and more preferably no more than 10 percent, over an abso 
lute minimum. Similarly, minimization of the total number of 
leaf sequences denotes no more than 20 percent, and more 
preferably no more than 10 percent, over the absolute mini 
mum. 

The processor 112 can connect to a standard input-output 
(I/O) device such as a keyboard. Thus, the processor can be 
programmed, for example, by a therapist according to 
instructions dictated by an oncologist or medical physicist. 
Processor 112 can also control the beam-shaping device 106 
by executing and delivering instructions to the drive units (not 
shoWn) that align the opposing plates or leaves 110a-n so that 
different leaf sequences are effected according to the pro 
grammed instructions. 
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A method and associated apparatus for delivering inten 
sity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) using variable 
feathering ?eld splitting for intensity modulated ?elds of 
large siZe includes the steps of providing an intensity matrix 
for the treatment of a patient, the intensity matrix having a 
plurality of roWs and columns for spanning a prescribed 
radiation ?eld including a prescribed ?eld Width. The inten 
sity matrix is generally determined by a medical professional 
during the planning step. The prescribed Width is compared to 
a maximum ?eld Width provided by the radiation treatment 
system. The intensity matrix is split into a plurality of spa 
tially overlapping intensity submatrices When the prescribed 
Width exceeds the maximum ?eld Width. 

Unlike previous feathering Work Which discloses a pre 
de?ned constant overlap region for feathering, being a con 
stant overlap of up to about a 2 cm Width throughout the ?eld, 
the overlap variable region according to the invention is a 
non-constant Width derived from “variably feathering” the 
intensity matrix to derive corresponding submatrices. The 
variable feathering calculation as described herein is prefer 
ably based on minimiZing MUs and can be implemented by a 
?eld splitting module integrated into treatment planning soft 
Ware. Radiotherapy is then provided using a leaf sequencing 
method to generate the submatrices. 
As noted above, previous feathering Work utiliZed a con 

stant overlap Width of no more than about 2 cm. Variable 
feathering according to the invention can utiliZe an overlap 
that ranges from Zero to the maximum alloWable Width of a 
?eld (Which is currently generally about 14 cm). Suppose the 
intensity matrix is a large matrix having a Width:20 cm, and 
the maximum alloWed ?eldWidth is 14 cm. With conventional 
?xed Width feathering of 2 cm, one possible arrangement is to 
have the ?rst split submatrix have a Width of 12 cm, With the 
second submatrix having a Width of Width 10 cm, and have 
their respective tWo central columns (2 cm) overlap (feather 
ing:2). If any of the submatrices are made Wider, the overlap 
Would have to be Wider and this is not alloWed in ?xed Width 
feathering. In contrast, using variable feathering according to 
the invention, it is possible for example to split the large 
intensity matrix into tWo submatrices each of Width 14 cm 
With an overlap of the 8 central columns (8 cm:l4 cm+l4 
cm-20 cm). 
By alloWing Wider overlaps according to the invention, the 

use of smaller overlaps is not discarded, since algorithms 
according to the invention pick the best overlap for MU 
e?iciency. The best overlap may be Wide or narroW. Earlier 
methods alloWed only no or narroW and constant overlaps. 

The ability to utiliZe Wider overlaps provides higher MU 
e?iciency. A simpli?ed explanation for the MU e?iciency 
improvement is that the presence of a Wider overlap region 
gives a bigger time/space “WindoW” of treatment delivery 
during a transition Which may be made from neighboring 
sub?elds, such as betWeen the left and right sub?eld in the 
case of tWo sub?elds. The larger WindoW provided presents 
greater opportunities for an e?icient split. Experimentally, as 
noted in the Examples, the improvement obtained averaged 
19% compared to a commercial system. Earlier methods dis 
closed by the inventors (straight line split and 2 cm feather 
ing) had given a little over 10% improvement over a conven 
tional t commercial system. Clearly, alloWing the Wider 
overlap provides an improvement in MU ef?ciency. 

The invention thus treats the most general ?eld splitting 
problem for segmental MLCs. In this generaliZed model, the 
only constraint is that the sub?elds resulting from the split are 
each required to have a WidIh§W sample points, Where W is 
the maximum alloWable ?eld Width provided by the radiation 
system used. Field Width is loosely de?ned as the number of 
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6 
columns over Which non-Zero ?uence values span. There may 
be bixels (2D pixels) that receive parts of their desired ?uence 
from tWo sub?elds. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a ?uence matrix and ?elds resulting from 
variably feathering along a non-constant column of the inten 
sity matrix according to the invention. A generaliZed split 
With WIS is shoWn. The matrix on the left is split into the tWo 
matrices on the right. In the ?rst roW there is feathering along 
column 3. The second roW feathers along columns 4 and 5 and 
the third roW feathers along columns 3, 4 and 5. The Widths of 
the ?elds resulting from the split are shaded in FIG. 4. It can 
be shoWn that the inventive algorithm for ?eld splitting is 
optimal in MU e?iciency (See attached papers in Appendix). 
Tests With 32 clinical matrices shoWed that the inventive 
optimal ?eld splitting algorithm reduces total MUs by an 
average of 19% and up to 45% compared to the algorithm that 
splits a ?eld in the middle. 
The invention is described in further detail beloW along 

With some preferred embodiments for several system 
arrangements. 

1. Single Leaf Pair Pro?le 
Let I(xl-) be the discretiZed ?uence pro?le obtained from the 

optimiZer that gives the ?uence values at sample points x1, 
x2, . . . , xm for a single leaf pair. A pro?le I(xl-) is simply 
referred to herein as pro?le I. When the left leaf is placed so 
that it shields exactly the points x1, x2, . . . , xi, it Will be said 

that the left leaf is positioned at x141. In particular, the point 
xi+1 is not shielded by it. When the right leaf is placed so that 
it shields exactly x141, xi+2, . . . xm, it Will be said that the right 
leaf is positioned at x141. The problem of delivering the exact 
pro?le I using a single ?eld has been extensively studied. Ma 
et. al. (Ma L, et. al. An optimized leaf-setting algorithm for 
beam intensity modulation using dynamic multileaf collima 
tors. Phys. Med. Biol. 43:1629, 1998) provided an O(m) 
algorithm for the problem such that MU is minimized. 
Kamath et. al. (Kamath S, et. al. Leaf sequencing algorithms 
for segmented multileaf collimation. Phys. Med. Biol. 
48:307, 2003) also described the algorithm (Algorithm 
SINGLEPAIR) and gave an alternate proof that it obtains a 
plan (IZ,I,) With optimal therapy time for I. Here, IZ(xl.) and 
I,(xl-) denote, respectively, the number of MUs after Which the 
left and right leaves pass point xi during the left to right sWeep. 
Let 6i:I(xl-)—I(xi_l), Where I(xO):0 and I(xm+l):0. Let inc1, 
inc2, . . . , incq be the indices of the points at Which I(xl-) 

increases, i.e., I(xl-nci)>I(xl-nci_l) and let dec1, dec2, . . . , decr 
be the indices of the points at Which I(xl-) decreases, i.e., 
I(xdeci)<I(xdeci_l). The optimal therapy time for I, Sl(I), is 
given by Lemma 1. 

Lemma 1. 

The folloWing lemma is useful in proving the optimality of 
the algorithm developed and is stated Without proof. 

Lemma 2. The folloWing is true of all treatment plans deliv 
ered using one or more ?elds: 

l. IfI(xl-_1)>I(xi), the right leaf must be positioned at xi for 
at least I(xl-_l)—I(xl-):—6i MUs in every plan for I. 

2. If I(xl._ l)<I(xl.), the left leaf must be positioned at xi for at 
least I(xl-)—I(xl-_l):6i MUs in every plan for I. 

Consider a ?uence pro?le I (FIG. 5(a)). (IZ,I,) is its optimal 
plan generated using Algorithm SINGLEPAIR. Suppose that 
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W<g§2W, so that the ?eld needs to be split into tWo. Call the 
?elds resulting from a split as the left and the right ?elds, 
labeling them to denote their respective positions. It is pos 
sible that the left ?eld stretches as far to the right and includ 
ing sample point xW and that the right ?eld stretches as far to 
the left and including xg_w+l. Examine the unidirectional leaf 
trajectories in the plan (IZ,I,) (FIG. 5b). Clearly, the plan 
cannot be delivered as such because of the ?eld Width con 
straint. The strategy according to the invention is to folloW the 
plan (IZ,I,) to the maximum extent possible While delivering it 
using tWo ?elds. There are tWo cases. In the ?rst case, 
IZ(xg_W)§I,(xW+l) (as is the case in FIG. 5(b)), the left ?eld 
can be treated using the plan (IZ,I,) for IZ(x _W) MUs. At the 
end of this time, the left leaf Will be at xi§xg_W (and can 
immediately move to x _W+l) and the right leaf Will immedi 
ately be positioned in the range [x _W+l,xW+1] (since I,(xW+l) 
§IZ(xg_W)). Since both resulting leaf positions are Within the 
range permissible for the right ?eld ([x _W+l,xg]), treatment 
using the plan (IZ,I,) in the left ?eld is stopped, move to the 
right ?eld and continue the treatment in the right ?eld. No MU 
increase is needed due to ?eld splitting. 

In the second case, IZ(x _W)>I,(xW+l). FIG. 5(d) shoWs a 
pro?le I and FIG. 5(e) shoWs the plan (IZ,I,) for Which this is 
the case. The left ?eld can be treated using the plan (I Z,I,) for 
I Z(xg_W) MUs. The left leaf can move to x§xg_W+l at this time 
and the remainder of the plan can be delivered using the right 
?eld as in the ?rst case. HoWever, the right leaf Will have to 
cross the right end of the left ?eld (XWH) When I,(xW+l)<IZ 
(x _W) MUs have been delivered in the plan (I Z,I,). Since this 
is not possible, the right leaf is stopped at the point xW+l till 
I Z(xg_W) MUs are delivered in the left ?eld. As a result of this, 
the right leaf pro?le Will be raised by IZ(x _W)—I,(xW+1) MUs 
for xixwn. To maintain constant difference betWeen the 
pro?les, the left leaf pro?le is also raised by I Z(xg_W)—I,(xW+ l) 
MUs for xixW+ 1. Call the modi?ed plan (I Z,IV). When I Z(x g_W) 
MUs are delivered, the left leaf can move to the right ?eld and 
the remainder of the plan (IZ,I,) is delivered using the right 
?eld. The plan (IZ,I,), has an increase in total therapy time by 
IZ(x _W)—I,(xW+1) compared to (IZ,I,). In FIG. 5(e), the hori 
Zontal dotted line at I Z(xg_W) corresponds to the time at Which 
the transition is made from the left to the right ?eld. FIG. 5(}‘) 
shoWs the ?uence pro?les delivered in the left and right ?elds 
as a result of this split. Algorithm S2G summarizes the gen 
eral method. 

Algorithm S2G 
Find plan (IZ,I,) for I using Algorithm SINGLEPAIR, 

ignoring the ?eld Width constraints. 
If IZ(xg_W)>I,(xW+1), raise the left and right leaf pro?les by 

IZ(xg_W)—I,(xW+l) for x>xW. Otherwise, do not modify 
the plan. Call the resulting plan (IZ,I,). 

Treat the left ?eld using the plan (IZ,I,) for IZ(xg_W) MUs. 
Then sWitch to the right ?eld and continue treatment With 

(11511") 
The folloWing theorem is stated Without proof. 

Theorem l.Algorithm S2G generates generaliZed ?eld splits 
that are optimal in total therapy time. The optimal total 
therapy time of the split generated by Algorithm S2G is 
Sl(I)+max {0,IZ(x _W)—I,(xW+l)}, Where Sl(I) is found by 
ignoring the ?eld Width constraints. 

2. Multiple Leaf Pair Pro?les 
Suppose the ?uence matrix I consists of n roWs and m 

columns. Denote the roWs ofI by I1, I2, . . . In. For the case 
Where I is deliverable using one ?eld, the leaf sequencing 
problem has been Well studied. The algorithm that generates 
optimal therapy time schedules for multiple leaf pairs (Algo 
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8 
rithm MULTIPAIR, Kamath S, et. al. Leaf sequencing algo 
rithms for segmented multileaf collimation. Phys. Med. Biol. 
48:307, 2003) applies algorithm SINGLEPAIR indepen 
dently to each roW II- of I. Without loss of generality assume 
that the least column index containing a non Zero element in 
I is l and the largest column index containing a non Zero 
element in I is g. If g>W, the pro?le Will need to be split. Let 
{(IU,I1,), (I2Z,I2,), . . . , (InZ,In,)} be the schedule (set ofplans 
of all leaf pairs) generated by Algorithm MULTIPAIR for 
delivering the pro?le I. The points x1, x2, . . . , xW, need to be 
completely treated in the left ?eld. Let k be an index of a leaf 
pair for Which the left leaf is sloWest in reaching xg_W+l during 
the left to right sWeep, i.e., IkZ(xg_W):maxl§l-§n{Il-Z(x _W)}. 
For each leaf pair i, compare Ii,(xW+l) With IkZ(xg_W). If Ikl 
(x _W)§Ii,(xW+l), then the pro?le of leaf pair i remains unal 
tered. If IkZ(x _W)>Il.,(xW+l), then the right leaf of pair i Will 
have to stop at xW+l till the left leaf of pair k arrives at x _W+ 1. 
As a result, the left and right leaf pro?les of pair i get raised by 
IkZ(xg_W)—Il-,(xW+l) for x>xW. Call the resulting schedule {(I'l Z, 
I'M), (I'2Z,I'2,), . . . , (I'nZ,I'n,)}. When the left leaf of pair k 
reaches xg_W+l in this schedule, stop treatment of the left ?eld 
and move to the right ?eld. The remainder of the schedule is 
delivered in the right ?eld. The method is described in Algo 
rithm M2G. The optimal total therapy time for the split gen 
erated by Algorithm M2G is maxj{Sl(I]-)+max {0,IkZ(x _W)— 
Ijr(Xw+l } ' 

Algorithm M2G 
Find the schedule {(llbllr), (I2Z,I2,), . . . , (InZ,In,)} for I 

using Algorithm MULTIPAIR, ignoring the ?eld Width 
constraints. 

For each leaf pair i do step 4. 
If I kl(x g_W)>Ii,(xW+ I) raise the left and right pro?les of pair 

i by IkZ(x _W)—Ii,(xW+1) for x>xW. Otherwise, do not 
modify the plan for pair i. 

Call the resulting schedule {(llbllr), (I2Z,I2,), . . . , (InZ,In,)}. 
Treat the left ?eld using the schedule {(IU,I1,), 

(I2Z,I2,), . . . , (InZ,In,)} for IkZ(x _W) MUs. Then sWitch to 
the right ?eld and continue treatment With this schedule. 

Lemma 3. M2G(I)§maxj{Sl(Ij)+max {0,IkZ(x _W)—Ij, 
(xw+l)}}, Where Sl(Ij) is found by ignoring the ?eld Width 
constraints and k is as in Algorithm M2G. 

3. For each roW j, it is shoWn that 

Let 6ji:I]-(xi)—I]-(xi_l). Let L and R, respectively, denote the 
left and right pro?les resulting from a generaliZed split. Let L] 
denote the jth roW of L and let denote the jth roW of R. Let 
61 ji:Lj(xi)—Lj(xi_l) and let 62?:Rj(xi)—Rj(xi_l). The optimal 
total therapy time of the split is Ml(L)+Ml(R). Due to the 
?eld Width constraint, the points x1, x2, . . . , xg_W, can only be 

exposed in L. So, Lj(xl-):Ij(xi), léiég-W, and therefore, 
6156].” léiég-W. Similarly, 62J-Z-I6J-i, W+2§i§g Let the 
number of MUs for Which the left leaf of leaf pair j stops at 
point xi in optimal schedules for L and R, respectively, be 
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L?(xi) and R?(xi) and the number of MUs for Which the right 
leaf stops at point xi in optimal schedules for L and R, respec 
tively, be Lj,(xl-) and Rj,(xi). 
Since the points 1,2, . . . 

each j, 
, g-W, can only be exposed in L, for 

Theorem 2.Algorithm M2G generates generalized ?eld splits 
that are optimal in total therapy time. 

5. FolloWs from Lemma 3 and the fact that the total therapy 
time of the split generated by Algorithm M2G is maxj{S l (Ij)+ 
max {0!IkZ(X —w)_Ijr(Xw+l)}}' 

Although the invention has been described above relative 
to splitting a pro?le into tWo (2) intensity matrices in an 
optimal manner, the invention more generally splits a pro?le 
into a plurality (tWo or more) intensity matrices in an optimal 
manner. Splitting a pro?le into three (3) intensity matrices is 
described beloW. 

Splitting a Pro?le into Three 

Consider the problem of splitting a single leaf pair pro?le I 
(FIG. 6) into three ?elds. In the discussion beloW, the indices 
are calculated assuming that 2W<g§3W. HoWever, the 
method can easily be used for g§2W With some modi?ca 
tions. The method We describe is an extension of the method 
used for splits into tWo. Denote the three ?elds resulting from 
the split as left, middle and right ?elds. As in case of the split 
into tWo, the left ?eld can extend over the points x1, x2, . . . , 

xW, and the right ?eld can extend over xg_w+l, xg_W+2, . . . , xg. 

For the position of the middle pro?le, there are several pos 
sibilities Within a range. We examine each one of these and 
select the best. 
The left most sample point that can be exposed in the 

middle ?eld is xg_2W+1. When xg_2W+l is included in the 
middle ?eld, the middle ?eld can extend over xg_2W+1, 
xg_2W+2, . . . xg_W. In this case, the W points xg_w+l, 
xg_W+2, . . . , xg, are treated by the right pro?le and so the 

middle pro?le cannot be any further to the left, Without leav 
ing at least the point xg_W not treated. Shifting the left bound 
ary of the middle ?eld one sample point to the right, the 
middle pro?le can extend over xg_2W+2, xg_2W+3, . . . , xg_w+l. 

Proceeding in this manner, it is clear that the left mo st position 
included in the middle pro?le has to be one of the folloWing: 
xg_w+l, xg_W+2, . . . , xW+l. Algorithm S3G determines the 

optimal total therapy time separately assuming each one of 
these is necessarily the left most in the middle pro?le. The 
global optimum Will be the least among these times. Next We 
explain hoW We ?nd the optimal therapy time When a point x] 
is the left most point in the middle pro?le. 

Suppose that the left most point of the middle pro?le is x], 
i.e., x]. is necessarily part of the middle pro?le. First construct 
the trajectories for the left and right leaves assuming I is 
treated using one ?eld (FIG. 7). Next, examine this plan (I1, I,) 
and determine Whether IZ(x-_1)<I,(xW+1). If this is the case, 
start treatment of the left ?eld With both leaves at the extreme 
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10 
left and move to the middle ?eld When the left leaf reaches x] 
in the left to right sWeep. OtherWise, stop the right leaf at xW+ 1 
till the left leaf reaches xj. As a result of this action, the right 
leaf pro?le gets raised by an amount IZ(x]-_l)—I,(xW+l) for 
xixml. Raise the left leaf pro?le by the same amount for 
xixW+l to account for the difference betWeen the pro?les. 
Call this modi?ed plan (I'Z,I',). In the plan (I'Z,I',) see if I'Z 
(x _W)§I',(xj+W). If this is the case, stop treating the middle 
?eld and move to the right ?eld When the left leaf reaches 
xg_W+l during the sWeep. OtherWise, stop the right leaf at 
sample point xj+W till the left leaf reaches x _W+l. The right 
leaf pro?le I‘, gets raised by an amount I'Z(xg_W)—I',(x]-+W) for 
xix?w. The left leaf pro?le I'Z is also raised by I'Z(xg_W)—I', 
(xj+w+l) for xix?w. The resulting plan is denoted by (I"Z,I",). 
We shoW that the split generated as a result of this method is 
optimal in total therapy time for all cases Where the middle 
pro?le has xj as its left most point. The split generated for the 
pro?le of FIG. 6 With the xj as in FIG. 7 is shoWn in FIG. 8. 

Algorithm S3G 
(1) Find plan (IZ,I,) for I using Algorithm SINGLEPAIR 

ignoring the ?eld Width constraints. 
(2) Forj:g—2W+l to W+l do steps 3 through 5. 
(3) If IZ(x]-_1)>I,(xW+1), raise the left and right leaf pro?les by 

IZ(x]-_1)—I,(xW+1) for x>xW. OtherWise, do not modify the 
plan. Call the resulting plan (I'Z,I',) 

(4) If I' Z(xg_W)>I',(x]-+W), raise the left and right leaf pro?les by 
I'Z(xg_W)—I',(x]-+W) for xix?w. Otherwise, do not modify 
the plan. Call the resulting plan (I"Z,I",). 

(5) If TT(I"Z,I",) is the least among allj so far, setj'Ij. 
(6) Treat the pro?le using the plan (I"Z,I",) obtained using jIj'. 

Treat the left ?eld for the ?rst I" Z(xj_ Z) MUs; then move to 
the middle ?eld; ?nally, sWitch to the right ?eld When 
I" Z(xg_W) MUs have been delivered. 

Optimal Generalized Split for Splitting a Pro?le into Three 

Again, We compute the indices assuming that 2W<g§3W. In 
general the method can also be used for g§2W. As in the case 
of single leaf pair, the left most position included in the 
middle pro?le has to be one of the folloWing: x _2W+1, 
xg_2W+2, . . . xW+l. The optimal total therapy time is separately 
found assuming each one of these points is necessarily the left 
mo st in the middle pro?le. The optimal total therapy time Will 
be the least among these. 
Assume that the left most point of the middle pro?le is x], 

g-2W+l§j§W+l. The points x1, x2, . . . , xj_l, need to be 
completely treated in the left ?eld. Let k be an index of a left 
pair for Which the left leaf is sloWest in reaching xj during the 
left to right sWeep, i.e., IkZ(x._l):maxléién{l?(xj_l)}. For 
each leaf pair i, compare Ii,(xW+l) With IkZ(x]-_1). If IkZ(x]-_l) 
§Ii,(xW+l), then the pro?le of leaf pair i remains unaltered. 
On the other hand, if IkZ(x]-_l)>Il-,(xW+1), then the right leaf of 
pair i Will have to stop at xW+l till the left leaf of pair k arrives 
at xj. As a result, the left and right leaf pro?les of pair i get 
raised by IkZ(x]-_l)—Il-,(xW+1) for x>xW. Call this modi?ed 
schedule {(l'lbl'lr), (I'2Z,I'2,), . . . , (I'nZ,I'n,)}. Move to treat 
ment of the middle ?eld When the left leaf of pair k arrives at 
xj in this schedule. Note that the middle ?eld can extend up to 
xj+w_ 1 on the right and that the left most point of the right ?eld 
is xg_w+l. Modify the schedule {(I'U,I'l,), (I'2Z,I'2,), . . . , 
(I'nZ,I'n,)} as before so that the treatment of the right ?eld 
begins When the sloWest left leaf reaches x _W+l. The ?nal 
schedule is {(I"U,I"1,), (I"2Z,I"2,), . . . , (I"nZ,I"n,)} The split 
generated as a result of this method is optimal in total therapy 
time for all cases Where the middle pro?le has xj as its left 
most point. Algorithm M3G varies j over g-2W+l, g-2W+ 
2, . . . , W+l, and ?nds the best split. 
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Algorithm M3G 

(1) Find the schedule {(llbllr), (121,12), . . . , (lnZ,ln,)} forl 
using Algorithm MULTIPAIR, ignoring the ?eld Width 
constraints. 

(2) Forj:g—2W+1 to W+1 do steps 3 through 8. 

(3) Let IkZ(X '-1):maX1§i§w{IiZ(X '-1)i’ 
(4) For each leaf pair i do step 5. 

(5) If lkl(x -_ l)>ll-,(xW+ I), raise the left and right pro?les of pair 
i by lkZ(x]-_ l)—ll-,(xW+l) for x>xW. Otherwise, do not modify 
the plan for pair i. 

(6) Call the resulting schedule {(l'lbl'lr), (l'2Z,l'2,), . . . , 

(191,124)} 
(7) For each leaf pair i do step 8. 
(8) If l'kl(x _W)>l',(xj+W), raise the left and right pro?les of 

pair i by l'kl(xg_w)—l'ir(xj+w) for x> Otherwise, do not 
modify the plan for pair i. 

(9) Call the resulting schedule {(l"ll,l"lr), (l"2Z,l"2,), . . . , 

(I"..ZJ"W)}~ 
(10)1fTT{(1"11J"1r), (121,13), - - 
among allj so far,j:j'. 

(11) Treat the left ?eld using the schedule {(l"ll,l"lr), (l"2l, 
l"2,), . . . , (l"nl,l"nr)} Which is obtained using jIj' for 
l"kl(xj_l) MUs. Then sWitch to the right ?eld and continue 
treatment With this schedule till l'kl(xg_w) MUs. Finally, 
move to the right ?eld and complete the treatment. 

. , (l"nl,l"nr)} is the least 

EXAMPLES 

The present invention is further illustrated by the folloWing 
speci?c examples, Which should not be construed as limiting 
the scope or content of the invention in any Way. 

Results based on variably feathering according to the 
invention is described beloW. The performance of the Algo 
rithms M2G Was tested using 32 clinical ?uence matrices, 
each of Which exceeded the maximum alloWable ?eld Width 
W. The ?uence matrices Were generated With a commercial 
inverse treatment planning system (CORVUS v5 .0). The per 
cent decrease in MUs as a result of optimal ?eld splitting over 
the split generated by the commercial system Were computed. 
The average decrease in MUs is 19% for the 32 ?uence 
matrices. The maximum decrease in MUs is 45%. All the 
sub?elds overlap to various degrees, creating a natural feath 
ering area Which is clinically desirable. 

This invention has been described herein in considerable 
detail to provide those skilled in the art With information 
relevant to apply the novel principles and to construct and use 
such specialiZed components as are required. HoWever, it is to 
be understood that the invention can be carried out by differ 
ent equipment, materials and devices, and that various modi 
?cations, both as to the equipment and operating procedures, 
can be accomplished Without departing from the scope of the 
invention itself. 
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We claim: 
1. A method of delivering intensity-modulated radiation 

therapy (IMRT) using variable feathering ?eld splitting for 
intensity modulated ?elds of large siZe, comprising the steps 
of: 

(a) providing an intensity matrix for the treatment of a 
patient, said intensity matrix having a plurality of roWs 
and columns for spanning a prescribed radiation ?eld 
including a prescribed ?eld Width; 

(b) comparing said prescribed Width to a maximum ?eld 
Width provided by a radiation treatment system; 

(c) splitting said intensity matrix into a plurality of spa 
tially overlapping intensity submatrices When said pre 
scribed Width exceeds said maximum ?eld Width, 
Wherein said splitting comprises variably feathering said 
intensity matrix, and 

(d) providing radiotherapy to said patient using a leaf 
sequencing method applied to a beam-shaping device to 
generate said submatrices. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein said variably feathering 
comprises feathering along non-constant columns of said 
intensity matrix. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein said splitting is imple 
mented by minimizing total therapy time. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein said splitting is imple 
mented by minimiZing a total number of leaf sequences in 
delivering a predetermined dosage to said patient. 

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein said beam-shaping 
device is a segmented multi-leaf collimator. 

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein said beam-shaping 
device is a dynamic multi-leaf collimator. 

7. A system for delivering radiation treatment to patients, 
the system comprising: 

a radiation source for providing a radiation beam; 
a beam-shaping device interposed betWeen the radiation 

source and a patient for shaping the radiation beam, the 
beam-shaping device having a plurality of leaves that 
cooperatively form leaf sequences for shaping the radia 
tion beam, and 

a processor in communication With the beam-shaping 
device, said processor acting on an intensity matrix for 
the treatment of a patient, said intensity matrix having a 
plurality of roWs and columns for spanning a prescribed 
radiation ?eld including a prescribed ?eld Width, said 
processor causing the beam-shaping device to split the 
radiation beam into a plurality of spatially overlapping 
intensity submatrices that are delivered to said patient 
When said prescribed Width exceeds a maximum ?eld 
Width provided by said system, Wherein said splitting 
comprises variably feathering said intensity matrix. 

8. The system of claim 7, Wherein the beam-shaping device 
is a segmented multi-leaf collimator. 

9. The system of claim 7, Wherein the beam-shaping device 
is a dynamic multi-leaf collimator. 

* * * * * 
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